We know that it’s not always possible to develop and implement a brand new lesson plan in a busy curriculum. How do you envision incorporating our experiences in your classroom teaching?

Teacher(s): Cynthia Nash

**Idea 1**

Change perspective on presenting core concepts as singular ideas.

Classroom: Incorporating systems thinking as a way to focus on biological and human physiology systems

Learning Goals/Standards

Encourage critical thinking skills

**Idea 2 Bringing back to campus (state college)**

Share ideas from Dr. Jerry Harpold’s presentation on climate fiction with lead teachers in our English Department.

Learning Goals/Standards

Bringing back to campus (state college)

Share ideas from Thursday’s salt water climate resource and reading list with marine biology professor

**Idea 3 Prepare presentation on Florida climate change indication for LSSC TEDx event application.**

-use insight from Dr. Ron Chandler’s presentation on how to talk effectively about this polarizing topic

-use Dr. Monroe’s strategy to include hope

Learning Goals/Standards

-use Cynthia Burnett’s presentation to remember that scientific facts need to be embedded in a narrative that connects to people